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Highly concentrated electrolytes (HCEs) are attracting interest as safer and more stable alternatives to current lithium-ion battery
electrolytes, but their structure, solvation dynamics and ion transport mechanisms are arguably more complex. We here present a
novel general method for analyzing both the structure and the dynamics, and ultimately the ion transport mechanism(s), of
electrolytes including HCEs. This is based on automated detection of bonds, both covalent and coordination bonds, including how
they dynamically change, in molecular dynamics (MD) simulation trajectories. We thereafter classify distinct local structures by
their bond topology and characterize their physicochemical properties by statistical mechanics, giving both a qualitative and
quantitative description of the structure, solvation and coordination dynamics, and ion transport mechanism(s). We demonstrate the
method by in detail analyzing an ab initio MD simulation trajectory of an HCE consisting of the LiTFSI salt dissolved in
acetonitrile at a 1:2 molar ratio. We find this electrolyte to form a flexible percolating network which limits vehicular ion transport
but enables the Li+ ions to move between different TFSI coordination sites along with their first solvation shells. In contrast, the
TFSI anions are immobilized in the network, but often free to rotate which further facilitates the Li+ hopping mechanism.
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Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are today used for powering both
mobile electronics and electric vehicles and may play an increas-
ingly important role also in large-scale energy storage as our energy
production systems are globally shifting towards variable renewable
energy sources such as solar and wind power. For all these
applications, electrolyte improvements are, even if not always
recognized, in high demand due to both safety concerns and
additional cost arising from their flammability and high vapor
pressure.1 In addition, the electrolytes are not especially thermally
stable, primarily as the ubiquitous PF6
− anion auto-decomposes into
toxic compounds.2 They are also not as electrochemically stable as
needed at high voltages; today the aim of LIBs is set for ca. 5.0 V vs
Li+/Li°.3
Unfortunately, the many requirements on LIB electrolytes means
that their composition is hard to vary without impeding their
functionality. Indeed, apart from the quite many different additives
employed, the electrolyte composition has more or less remained
unchanged since a few years after the commercialization of LIBs:
1 M LiPF6 dissolved in a solvent mixture of a cyclic carbonate, often
ethylene carbonate (EC), and a non-cyclic carbonate, most often
dimethyl carbonate (DMC).4 While these electrolytes have a
balanced set of properties, they have been optimized to the point
where minor changes cannot substantially improve their safety and
stability properties. Thus, any novel high energy density LIB
chemistry likely requires a conceptually different electrolyte. In
this respect, while solid electrolytes are attracting a lot of interest at
present due to their potential to eliminate flammability and enable
higher energy density,5 many problems remain to be solved for these
to be practical; low ionic conductivity, structural integrity, electro-
lyte-electrode contact, etc. At present, liquid electrolytes is still the
main-track in practice.
One emerging liquid electrolyte concept that potentially can
improve safety and performance of LIB electrolytes is highly
concentrated electrolytes (HCEs), a.k.a. super-concentrated or
solvent-in-salt electrolytes.6–8 HCEs are a class of electrolytes where
the concentration of salt is comparable to the concentration of
solvent in terms of molar ratio, resulting in ca. 3–5 M electrolytes.
This change as compared to ca. 1 M traditional electrolytes, where
the molar ratio typically is ⩾10, has profound implications on the
local structure in the electrolyte, as there is not enough solvent
present to fully solvate the Li+ ions. This also affects the electro-
chemical stability, as the local structure determines the vulnerability
to oxidation/reduction, and thus determines both the size of the
electrochemical stability window (ESW) as well as the electrolyte
decomposition products,9 which in turn affects the ability to
passivate the electrodes. Increasing the electrolyte salt concentration
has been demonstrated to enable reversible cycling at both lower9–12
and higher13–15 potentials than the corresponding less concentrated
electrolytes. First proposed for LIBs by McKinnon and Dahn as
early as 1985,10 HCEs have gained much renewed interest in more
recent years for both LIBs11,12,16–18 and lithium metal based
batteries.19,20 HCEs can also be varied almost endlessly in
composition,6,7 enabling their usage also for battery chemistries
based on other cations than Li+, e.g. Na+ for sodium-ion batteries
(SIBs).21–25
The mechanism(s) of cation transport in HCEs has been subject
of much discussion, but surprisingly limited computational
investigation.26–28 The higher degree of ion-ion interaction9,29,30
means that the vehicular ion transport mechanism4 of traditional
electrolytes, in which fully solvated cations migrate with their first
solvation shell at a rate limited by the electrolyte viscosity, i.e.
following a Stokes-Einstein limited behavior, should not at all be
dominant, or perhaps not even possible. This hypothesis is supported
by experimental findings of higher transport numbers for Li+ in
HCEs as compared to traditional LIB electrolytes.20,31,32 Instead,
ligand-exchange mediated mechanisms have been suggested by
Okoshi et al.28 and Seo et al. have argued that the ionicity, i.e. the
degree of cation-anion coordination, as well as the solvent and anion
residence times should be as important as viscosity in explaining
HCE transport mechanisms.27 Nilsson et al. have shown by a
combination of experimental techniques that while specieszE-mail: rasmus.andersson@chalmers.se; patrik.johansson@chalmers.se
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diffusivity tends to increase with decreased viscosity, ionic con-
ductivity depends more strongly on ionicity, and also seems to be
more predictive of rate capability in electrochemical cells.32 From a
computational point of view, Åvall et al. have found that increasing
salt concentration leads to larger, more varied solvation shells with
lower energy barriers, which in turn enables faster kinetics, and
probably ion transport.22,23 Altogether it is very clear that a more
direct molecular-level understanding of the ion transport mechanism
(s) in HCEs is needed, and this presupposes knowledge of both the
structure and the dynamics of such electrolytes.
While continuum models of ion transport, e.g. the family of
models originating in the work of Newman and co-workers,33–35
have been very useful in understanding the overall interplay between
cell components and the effects of physicochemical properties on
performance, they cannot be used to gain understanding of structure
or dynamics on the molecular level. Thermodynamic lattice
models,36 do have the potential to advance the fundamental under-
standing of HCEs, but they need to be supplemented with molecular
level data to be accurately applied to specific electrolytes. Molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations, on the other hand, is an indispensable
tool for a better understanding of both structure and dynamics in
liquids in general37 as well as for LIB electrolytes.22,28,30,38–47 In
general, MD simulations provide large amounts of detailed data for a
specific system, or family of systems, that can be analyzed
statistically to e.g. elucidate solvation structure and dynamics as
well as ion transport properties and mechanisms. Given that accurate
MD simulations are performed long enough to capture the relevant
dynamics, statistical analysis of MD trajectories can be used either to
predict macroscopic properties, or conversely explain their mole-
cular level origins. For both LIB and SIB electrolytes, MD
simulations have been used to elucidate the structure of the first
solvation shell of the cation22,28,30,38–46 and ligand angle
distributions,22,39,41,47 as well as ionic diffusivities.28,38,39,41,44–46
These kinds of analyses for standard LIB/SIB electrolytes are
straight-forward since the molecular structure is known a priori.
However, the structure of the first solvation shell of the cation is less
explanatory/useful when the cation is embedded in larger aggregates
—as is arguably the case for all HCEs. Similarly, describing
transport exclusively in terms of total ion diffusivity loses explana-
tory power when the transport is to a substantial extent mediated by
changes in the local environments of the ions. When structures not
known in detail and which furthermore change on time-scales
relevant for transport processes determine the behavior, there is a
need for more advanced post-analysis of MD simulation trajectories
in order to elucidate the ion transport mechanism(s).
We here present a novel and general method for automatically
detecting and characterizing the time-dependent structure, dynamics,
and ion transport of HCEs (or in fact more or less any type of
electrolyte), based on post-processing MD simulation trajectories.
Our method is based on identifying bonds, including both covalent
and coordination bonds, between atoms based on their dynamics,
and subsequently classifying different local structures by their bond
topology as subsets of the global bond graph. These topologies are
finally characterized using statistical physics to evaluate their
dynamical properties, e.g. mean lifetimes and contributions to Li+
ion diffusivity. The local bulk electrolyte processes we target here
are essentially the same regardless of whether an external field is
present or not, i.e. migration is approximated. This is a well-founded
approximation as the fields created by an external cell potential
would be several orders of magnitude weaker than the electrostatic
interactions and activation energies/barriers controlling local ion
transport events. Our method, while clearly a molecular level
description, also starts to bridge the gap between molecular and
macroscopic models, as urged for48,49: by providing mechanistic
understanding of the local structure and dynamical processes it can
guide model design and clarify the realism of assumptions under-
lying macroscopic models.
We demonstrate our method by applying it to the well-studied
HCE lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) dissolved
in acetonitrile (ACN) at 1:2 molar ratio of salt:solvent. Brouillette et
al.29 and Seo et al.30 have both studied the structure of this
electrolyte by combining differential scanning calorimetry with
Raman spectroscopy and found it to be amorphous at all tempera-
tures. However, the overlapping Raman bands made a full spectral
deconvolution impossible and hence limited the information on the
ion-ion and ion-solvent interactions. Both studies found roughly half
of the TFSI anions to be coordinated to Li+. In contrast, Yamada et
al.,9 combining Raman spectroscopy and ab initio MD (AIMD),
found almost all TFSI ions to be coordinated to Li+, giving rise to a
liquid percolating network. Seo et al. also employed ab initio and
density functional theory (DFT) calculations to determine solvation
shell formation energies, as well as classical MD simulations, and
found the TFSI anions to predominantly be monodentately coordi-
nated to the Li+ cations. In a follow-up study,27 wherein they
compared the ion transport properties of different electrolytes as
function of salt concentrations, these did not clearly correlate
negatively with the viscosity, strongly suggesting contributions
from some kind of non-vehicular ion transport mechanism. They
also evaluated the residence times of the anions and the solvent
molecules in the first solvation shell of the Li+ cation based on MD
simulation trajectories and these were typically on the order of
hundreds of ps. Lundgren et al.31 later used the same HCE and by a
combination of Newman style modelling and electrochemical
characterization they found considerably higher cation transport
numbers than for traditional LIB electrolytes.
In terms of increased electrochemical stability, Matsumoto et
al.13 found the cathode Al current collector corrosion induced by
conventionally concentrated LiTFSI based electrolytes to be sup-
pressed at higher concentrations. They attributed this to preferential
formation of passivating inorganic LiF on the Al surface, but this
was questioned by McOwen et al.,15 suggesting that the high TFSI
concentration together with a low concentration of “free” solvent
allows the positively charged surface to be essentially covered by
passivating anions. This is somewhat reminiscent to the Chazalviel
theory of high salt concentration passivation.50 On the anode side,
Yamada et al.9 observed reversible Li+ intercalation into graphite,
even without any solid electrolyte interphase (SEI) forming EC
present in the electrolyte composition. They suggested the liquid
percolating network to shift the LUMO from being ACN centered to
be located on the TFSI anion due to the extensive coordination by
Li+, enabling a stable SEI to be formed. Thus also the extended
ESWs of HCEs originate in a different local structure and can thus
also be better understood by appropriate models, even if both the
quality of the SEI and the suppression of Al corrosion later,
however, were found to be inadequate for cycling using relevant cell
conditions.51
In what follows, we first describe our novel method for detecting,
classifying and characterizing the local structures and dynamics in
electrolytes. We then provide the computational details of the AIMD
simulation that serves as input data for our analysis. We thereafter
present and discuss our results in terms of structure and dynamics
with a special emphasis on the Li+ ion transport.
Methods
Structure detection and dynamical characterization.—All che-
mical bonds, including also ion-ion and ion-solvent coordination
bonds, in the AIMD simulation trajectory were identified using our
recently developed software CHAMPION (Chalmers Atomic,
Molecular, Polymeric & Ionic analysis toolkit), based on the
dynamics of pairs of neighboring atoms. For a pair of atoms to be
identified as bound, they need to oscillate about an equilibrium
distance of each other over several vibrational cycles (Fig. 1, center).
For coordination bonds, the times of formation and breakage were
also identified where applicable. Subsequently, a time-dependent
bond graph is constructed: an undirected colored graph where the
nodes represent atoms and the edges represent bonds (Fig. 1, right).
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The global structure is characterized by the connected compo-
nents of the time-dependent bond graph (dashed ellipses around
components in Fig. 1). Local environments of ions and molecules are
identified by the subgraphs consisting of all atoms and bonds up to a
selected number of bonds away from a central atom, e.g. Li+. The
distinct types of connected components and local environments are
classified by their subgraph topology, with each topology character-
ized statistically by sampling:
• The probability of atoms of the considered element to be in
each topology at any given time,
• Their lifetime distributions, estimated by fitting a stretched
exponential function for the survival probability as a function of
lifetime,
• Transition rates, and
• The contributions to diffusive transport.
While we here focus on the Li+ cation, we also performed the
same analysis for both TFSI and ACN (SI).
The total diffusivities of Li+, TFSI and ACN were determined
using
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squared displacement of k between times t and t+t , and the
average goes over all exemplars, all times between 0 and t-T for a
trajectory of length T , and t goes between the diffusion onset time,
defined as the interval beyond which the mean squared displacement
(MSD) grows linearly as opposed to quadratically, and T .
To study transport mechanism(s) we decompose the total
diffusivities of the ions and solvent into additive contributions
from each different local environment topology and the transitions
between them, corresponding to vehicular and non-vehicular trans-
port mechanisms broadly construed, as moving either along with or
relative to the local environment, e.g. the first solvation shell in the
case of Li+. The diffusivities of local environments are in general
impossible to assess from the data if their lifetimes are not
significantly longer than the diffusion onset time. However, we are
here considering not their own long-time transport but their
contributions to that of the ions and the solvent. We start by
decomposing the instantaneous velocity of exemplar k of species X
into vehicular and non-vehicular contributions from local environ-
ment topologies and their transitions. We define
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as the diagonal and non-diagonal contributions to instantaneous
velocity w.r.t. topologies, where ( )c tik is an indicator function active
when k has local environment topology i and ( )v tkcom is the center-of-
mass velocity of the local environment, and ( )x tijk is an indicator
function active between the midpoints of the lifetimes of two
consecutive local environments of topologies i and j where j
transitions to i. By this construction, ( )v tiik and ( )

v tij
k add up to the
total velocity:
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where one diagonal and one non-diagonal term of the right-hand side
is non-zero at each value of t.
The switching of ( )x tijk at midpoints might seem arbitrary, but
note that most of the non-vehicular contributions to squared
displacement are expected to occur near transitions between
environments, as the effects of e.g. rotational and vibrational motion
within a topology tends to cancel out over time, whereas leading up
to or following a structural rearrangement they may well contribute
meaningfully to transport if they occur frequently, consider e.g. ion
hopping mechanisms. Switching at midpoints minimizes the effects
of the switching on assignment as the midpoints are the furthest
removed from the transitions.
By this velocity decomposition, the contribution to X diffusivity
due to transition from j to i (or due to vehicular motion of topology i
if =i j) is given by







k t, , ,
which is arrived at by expanding one of the terms in the square in
Eq. 1 and carrying out the differentiation w.r.t. t.
Since *DX ij, is an additive contribution to the total diffusivity, it is
proportional to P ,j the probability of X having topology j. Dividing
by Pj gives a measure of effective diffusivity, which allows
mechanisms to be compared. For diagonal, i.e. vehicular, mechan-
isms, /= *D D PX ii X ii X i,
eff
, , is a measure of how mobile the topology is
in the system. For non-diagonal, i.e. non-vehicular, mechanisms,
diffusivity contributions can be written as =*D P Q dX ij X j X ij X ij, , , ,
2
where QX ij, is the (left-stochastic) transition rate matrix for
Figure 1. Schematic of our novel method. Element colors: purple: Li, red: O, blue: N, grey: C, white: H, yellow: S, green: F.
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topologies of X and dX ij, is an effective distance traveled due to the
transition, defined by this relation. Since QX ij, can be measured
independently, dX ij, can be determined using /= *d D P Q .X ij X ij X j X ij,
2
, , ,
Non-vehicular transport mechanisms can thus be studied in terms of
how the composition of local environments affect QX ij, and d .X ij,
From a local structure point-of-view, in addition to the detailed
analysis in terms of first solvation shell composition, we also
analyzed, in a more coarse-grained fashion, the Li+ solvation
numbers (SNs): the total number of ligands, and coordination
numbers (CNs): the total number of coordination bonds, i.e. taking
into account the possibility of e.g. bidentate coordination. Similarly,
but for the dynamics, we extracted the transport number +t , i.e. the
fraction of the Li+ ion diffusivity to the total ionic diffusivity
( )/ ++ +D D D: ,Li Li TFSI from the AIMD simulation trajectory.
AIMD simulations.—An AIMD simulation within the NVT
ensemble was performed at 293 K using a Nosé-Hoover thermostat
with w = 2250ions cm
−1 and w = 4500electrons cm
−1 using the Car-
Parrinello MD (CPMD)52 software and the
Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE)53 functional. A system of 20
formula units (684 atoms in total) with a density of 1.48 g cm−354
was simulated in a cubic periodic box with side 21.57 Å using a
fixed time step of 0.1 fs for 6.33 ps, after first having equilibrated for
1.0 ps. The time needed for equilibration was found by considering
the decay of the sum of pointwise squared errors of all partial radial
distribution functions (RDFs) compared with their time average
(Fig. S1 is available online at stacks.iop.org/JES/167/140537/
mmedia). This deviation rapidly decreased for the first 0.7 ps,
followed by fluctuations about a low average value < 10% of the
original deviation, with no observable trend towards further
decrease. During the equilibration time, each ion and molecule
settles into its free energy minimum with regards to its nearest
neighbors. Based on this, the equilibration time was conservatively
set to 1.0 ps. While we cannot exclude the possibility of further
equilibration past the timescale of the simulation, the lack of a trend
past 0.7 ps indicates any such processes to be orders of magnitude
slower than the timescale of the simulation, and hence unreachable
by AIMD simulations. To the extent that large-scale structural
reorganization would be required to reach the global free energy
minimum structure, we may expect our results to be somewhat
biased towards entropy maximization rather than energy minimiza-
tion, and consequently towards more rapid dynamics because of
lower energy barriers to (de)complexation. While this bias may
affect the relative proportion of the different structural species, and
the absolute time-scale of dynamics and ion transport, it should not
to first order affect the relative trends for the physicochemical
properties among the structures as functions of their composition.
The initial geometry was generated by randomizing and relaxing the
positions and orientations of ions and molecules, by a conjugate
gradient descent method w.r.t. a cost function designed to avoid
overlap of atoms. The TFSI ions were initialized to 50% cis and 50%
trans conformations, and pre-optimized using the Gaussian 16
software55 at the M06–2X/6–311 + G(d, p) level of theory.56
Results and Discussion
We first describe the distribution of coordination bonds for Li+
and TFSI ions and the global electrolyte structure this gives rise to,
before giving a more detailed description of the distinct Li+ first
solvation shell topologies and their solvation and ion coordination
dynamics. We then move on to the transport properties, assessing
and comparing the vehicular and non-vehicular contributions to
diffusive transport of cations, anions and solvent. From this we
propose an overall qualitative view of the Li+ ion dynamics and
transport mechanism, which we then study more closely. Finally, we
present in rank order the most important contributions to the ion
transport in terms of Li+ CNs and transitions between them and
Figure 2. Distribution of (a) TFSI ions and ACN molecules coordinating to Li+ and (b) Li+ ions coordinating to TFSI.
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analyze correlations between solvation shell composition and Li+
diffusivity.
Electrolyte structure.—First of all, we consider the distribution
of ligands around the Li+ ions and the distribution of Li+ ions
coordinating the TFSI ions. The Li+ ions on average coordinate with
2.0 TFSI ions and 1.2 ACN molecules, thus giving a total average
SN of 3.2 (Fig. 2a). While Seo et al. found a similar partial ACN SN
(1.0) from their Raman data,30 their classical MD data resulted in
SNs of 2.42 and 1.45, for TFSI and ACN, respectively. While much
higher in absolute numbers, likely due to using different cut-off
distances, our and their ratios of TFSI/ACN are however almost
identical, both ≈1.67—hence similarly composed local structure
around the Li+ ions. Due to the possibility of bidentate coordination
by the TFSI anions, the average Li+ CN is slightly greater than the
SN, 3.5, and furthermore CN=4, typical for Li+ in organic solvents,4
holds for slightly more than half of the Li+ ions—to be explored
together with the topologies and transitions further below (Fig. 7a).
Looking at the distribution of ligands, all but a very negligible
fraction (0.4%) of the Li+ ions coordinate to at least one TFSI ion:
roughly half of them to two anions, and a quarter of them each to one
and three anions, respectively. While a similarly very tiny fraction
(0.5%) coordinate to four different TFSI ions, there are thus very
few “free” Li+ ions present at any stage—almost all are to some
extent subject to ion-ion interactions. The first solvation shells are
completed by ACN molecules for some Li+ ions, and these are more
or less evenly distributed between zero and two ligands, ca. 30%
each, with a small fraction (6.5%) solvated by three ACN molecules.
From the perspective of the TFSI anion, the distribution is centered
at 1.9 coordinating Li+ ions on average with a clear majority of TFSI
anions coordinating to more than one Li+ ion, roughly a quarter with
one and a negligible fraction is “free” (Fig. 2b).
The high degree of ion-ion interaction and coordination, i.e. each
ion coordinates ca. two ions of the opposite charge, gives rise to a
percolating network structure of alternating cations and anions in
which ca. 90% of the ions participate on average (Fig. 3). The
remaining ca. 10% exist in ion-pairs and finite clusters; most of the
latter consist of one or two ions of each kind and none contain more
than ten ions (Fig. 4). Notably, about three quarters of the finite
clusters are charge neutral. While this overall shows a significantly
higher degree of ion-ion interaction and coordination than reported
by both Brouillette et al.29 and Seo et al.,30 it is in good agreement
with Yamada et al.9 The discrepancies may, at least in part, be
explained by the reported difficulties encountered when trying to
distinguish contact ion-pairs (CIPs) from solvent-separated ion-pairs
(SSIPs) using Raman data.27,30
Turning to the percolating network structure it can be understood
in terms of a branching process. A Markovian process starting from
a single Li+ ion and branching out according to the probability
distribution of coordinating TFSI ions would in the first step equate
the distribution shown in Fig. 2. A continued branching from each of
the TFSI ions will give them a probability distribution of additional
Li+ ion ligands with the condition of having at least one, at an
expectation value of 0.989. In the next step, each Li+ ion coordinates
to similarly conditioned TFSI ions with an expectation value of
1.025. Due to the Markovian assumption, pairs of consecutive
branching steps can be combined into a single one with a branching
factor of · =0.989 1.025 1.014, which then corresponds to the
expectation value for the other Li+ ions sharing a TFSI ion with a
given Li+ ion. Except for the first step, this is a Galton-Watson
process, for which a well-known result is that there is a finite
probability of indefinite survival, corresponding to forming a
percolating network, when the branching factor is greater than 1.
Our electrolyte is thus poised just above the percolation threshold;
Figure 3. Snapshots of the periodic simulation cell, highlighting the alternating ion network. While the network binds with its images in neighboring cells, here
only one copy of each atom is included. Element colors: purple: Li, red: O, blue: N, grey: C, white: H, yellow: S, green: F.
Figure 4. Distribution of the total number of ions per cluster (and the
network).
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and most likely a modest decrease in salt concentration would lead
to a non-percolating structure, and hence quite different properties.
The ACN molecules have little effect on the network structure apart
from competitively coordinating Li+ ions; they are roughly evenly
distributed between non-coordinating and coordinating a single Li+
ion, with very few (<2%) being shared between two Li+ ions (Fig.
S5).
We further analyzed the electrolyte local structure in more detail
by considering all Li+ first solvation shells; the fifteen most common
topologies are shown in Fig. 5, while their probabilities, relative
contributions to the Li+ diffusivity, effective diffusivity and mean
lifetimes are presented in Table I. In the latter all values are
presented as averages with an uncertainty (one standard deviation)
also taking into account the statistical inefficiency of the sampling.
The exact numbers and ordering should in general be interpreted
with some caution due to the possible bias towards entropically
favored structures and rapid dynamics discussed above, as well as
the risk that the trajectory does not fully sample the ensemble.
The most common first solvation shell topology, accounting for
roughly a fifth of the Li+ first solvation shells, consists of two TFSI
ions and two ACN molecules, with both TFSI ions coordinating
monodentately. The next two most common topologies consist of
three TFSI ions and three TFSI ions and one ACN molecule,
respectively, clearly illustrating the preferential TFSI coordination.
Most of the coordination is monodentate by the sulfonyl oxygen
atoms, in agreement with Seo et al.,30 but similar bidentate
coordination is also relatively common, while bidentate coordination
by one oxygen atom and one nitrogen atom occurs less frequently, as
does coordination only to the nitrogen atom or to a fluorine atom.
The latter are also considerably shorter-lived. ACN always coordi-
nates monodentately to Li+, as expected.
The Li+ first solvation shells have quite rapid solvation
dynamics, with lifetimes mostly ranging between 0.2–0.9 ps. The
Li(TFSI)(ACN)3 topology ( =i 4) is an outlier, with a mean lifetime
of >2 ps, but note that the uncertainty is very large. For individual
species, the residence time of TFSI is on average ca. 6 ps and that of
ACN is only slightly shorter (Table I). While these residence times
are orders of magnitude shorter than those of Seo et al.,27 we
attribute these differences in part to their very inclusive choice of
cut-off distance, and in part to the possible bias towards rapid
dynamics discussed above. Our results are, however, of the same
order of magnitude as reported elsewhere for other HCEs.23
The Li+ first solvation shell lifetime exhibits a moderate
correlation ( =r 0.43) with the total CN, reflecting the stability of
CNs 3 and 4 (higher CNs are rarely encountered, Fig. 7a). Most of
the variance can be explained by the variation in partial ACN CN
( =r 0.38), reflecting its greater variance compared to the partial
TFSI CN (Fig. 2a).
Transport properties and mechanisms.—An overall picture of
the ionic and molecular transport is arrived at by considering the
total diffusivities of the respective species, and the degree to which
they are vehicular vs non-vehicular in nature (Fig. 6). The vehicular
diffusivities of Li+ and TFSI are quite similar, which is expected
since most ions are part of the percolating network, and three
quarters of the finite clusters have equal numbers of cations and
anions (Fig. S3). The slightly higher vehicular diffusivity of TFSI is
likely due to the non-negligible fraction of “free” TFSI ions, ca. 5%
(Fig. 2b), being more mobile than the Li+ ions (Tables I, SI), though
the difference is within the margin of error—a comparable phenom-
enon as observed in ionic liquid based electrolytes by e.g. IR, Raman
and NMR spectroscopies.57,58 However, the large fraction of non-
vehicular transport, from fast solvation dynamics and high degree of
ion association, affects Li+ and TFSI differently. The overall effect
is that Li+ has a higher diffusivity and =+t 0.63, in reasonable
agreement with Lundgren et al. (ca. 0.72).31 In stark contrast, but as
expected, ACN has a higher diffusivity that is almost exclusively
due to vehicular transport, reflecting that a substantial fraction of the
ACN molecules are free and much more mobile than the percolating
network.
By observing animations of the trajectory, we can start to also
qualitatively understand the reasons why the network structure
facilitates a higher non-vehicular diffusivity for Li+. It is clear that
the TFSI ions form the backbone of the percolating network
structure, with the Li+ ions contributing with dynamic cross-links,
so as to create a structure whose geometry and segmental motion are
largely determined by the nature of the TFSI anions. The hard, in a
HSAB sense,59 Li+ ion coordinates strongly to all its ligands and
oscillates with large amplitude inside its solvation cage. Due to the
large internal flexibility of the TFSI anion60 the network structure
Figure 5. The most common topologies around Li+ in order of probability. Element colors: purple: Li, red: O, blue: N, grey: C, white: H, yellow: S, green: F.
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continually deforms, leading to some drift in the absolute position of
the Li+ ion. This contributes to the vehicular transport that affects
Li+ and TFSI equally and occasionally facilitates the formation of
new coordination bonds. Sometimes, the electrostatic environment
of a Li+ coordination bond weakens it enough for a ligand to drift
away without giving rise to a strong recoil and thereby the topology,
CN and/or SN can be altered, additionally by new ligand(s): nearby
TFSI anions and/or free ACN. A new strong Li+ first solvation shell
is formed along with a new equilibrium position. When the new
ligand is a TFSI ion, most already coordinated to one or more Li+
ions in the percolating network and thus immobilized, the event is
more pronounced. The large and flexible TFSI, which usually is
constrained by coordination bonds, rotates and deforms to bring the
sulfonyl oxygen atoms closer to Li+, which on the other hand, only
has a single translative degree of freedom. Overall, all this sums up
as a structural diffusion event. This mechanism is facilitated by the
large number and angular diversity of possible coordination sites of
the TFSI anion (due to its highly delocalized negative charge and
extensive conjugation), and furthermore its internal flexibility
enables new coordination bonds to form frequently. This is
supported by Åvall et al. 22,23, showing that a higher CN variance
is directly associated with faster ligand exchange.
We next consider the distribution of Li+ CNs, as well as the
transitions between them, both the rates and the distances moved
(Fig. 7). More than half of the Li+ ions have CN = 4, a third has CN
= 3, and other CNs are much less prevalent, consistent with the
former being more stable in terms of less negative transition rates
along the diagonal. For the non-diagonal transition rates, there is a
clear bias of probability flux towards the most stable CNs 3 and 4
compared to the fluxes from each CN in the other direction. The
transition rates towards CNs 3 and 4 also increase with the distance
from the most stable CNs.
Turning instead to the contributions to Li+ diffusivity, over 80%
of the transport is accounted for by the vehicular transport with CNs
3 and 4, as well as the structural transport due to the transitions
between them, with most of the rest being due to transitions between
CNs 3 and 2 (Fig. 8). This can be understood by considering the
individual factors giving rise to +DLi ij, (Fig. 7). Recalling that
=*D P Q dX ij X j X ij X ij, , , ,
2 explains why CN 4 makes a large contribution,
due to its high probability and the same applies to CN 3, but to a
lesser extent. This is the main reason why both vehicular and non-
vehicular transport of CNs 3 and 4 dominate over other Li+ ion
transport mechanisms. In addition, the transitions between these CNs
are also connected to the largest distances moved (Fig. 7c), though
this effect is less pronounced.
Finally, we assess the ion transport mechanisms in more detail by
considering them in terms of the full structure of the first Li+
solvation shell. Starting with an overview, the 13 most important
transport events/mechanisms (having contributions>2% to the total)
are ranked by their contribution to the Li+ diffusivity (Fig. 9).
Although these in total account for less than one-third of all Li+
transport, they serve to illustrate some typical events/mechanisms
and underscore the diversity of complex electrolytes. There are
representatives of both vehicular and structural transport, and among
the structural both exchanges of TFSI ions and ACN molecules as
well as changes in the TFSI coordination.
Looking more closely at the vehicular transport mechanisms,
Table I, we find a positive correlation coefficient =r 0.36 between
the effective diffusivity +DLi ij,
eff and the number of ACN molecules in
the first Li+ solvation shell, and a negative correlation coefficient
= -r 0.42 between +DLi ij,
eff and the number of TFSI ions. Since these
correlations almost cancel out, there is no strong correlation between
effective diffusivity and total SN. From this we hypothesize that the
Table I. Properties of the most common topologies around Li+.
i Topology Probability /+ +*D DiiLi , Li [ ]/
-











2.2 ± 0.2% 3.56 ± 0.17 0.44 ± 0.06
3 [Li(TFSI)2(ACN)]
– 8.3 + 0.3% 1.7 ± 0.1% 3.53 ± 0.14 0.28 ± 0.07
4 Li(TFSI)(ACN)3 6.0 ± 0.4% 1.7 ± 0.2% 4.88 ± 0.34 2.18 ± 0.56
5 Li(TFSIOO)(ACN)2 5.9 ± 0.4% 3.0 ± 0.2% 8.85 ± 0.62 0.87 ± 0.23
6 Li(TFSI)(ACN)2 5.2 ± 0.2% 4.2 ± 0.3% 14.18 ± 0.60 0.18 ± 0.04
7 Li(TFSIOO)(ACN) 4.9 ± 0.4% 0.4 ± 0.1% 1.48 ± 0.14 0.49 ± 0.04
8 [Li(TFSI)2(TFSION)]
2– 4.6 ± 0.3% 0.8 ± 0.1% 3.18 ± 0.22 0.59 ± 0.14
9 [LiTFSI2]
– 4.2 ± 0.3% 0.5 ± 0.1% 2.06 ± 0.17 0.23 ± 0.05
10 [Li(TFSI)(TFSIOO)(ACN)]
– 3.5 ± 0.3% 0.2 ± 0.04% 0.76 ± 0.08 0.34 ± 0.06
11 [Li(TFSI)2(TFSIF)(ACN)]
2– 2.2 ± 0.2% 1.2 ± 0.1% 9.30 ± 17.2 0.19 ± 0.03
12 [Li(TFSI)3(ACN)]
2– 2.1 ± 0.2% 0.7 ± 0.02% 5.54 ± 0.56 0.74 ± 2e-4
13 [Li(TFSI)(TFSIOO)(TFSIF)]
2– 2.0 ± 0.2% 0.04 ±
0.09%
0.35 ± 0.19 0.33 ± 1e-8
14 [Li(TFSI)(TFSION)(ACN)]
– 1.7 ± 0.2% 0.04 ±
0.07%
0.42 ± 0.18 0.23 ± 0.03
15 Li(TFSI)(ACN) 1.6 ± 0.1% 0.8 ± 0.2% 9.04 ± 0.74 0.34 ± 8e-9
Figure 6. Diffusivities of electrolyte species partitioned into vehicular and
non-vehicular contributions. The error bars denote 95% confidence intervals
for the total diffusivities.
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negative correlation is due to the TFSI immobilization in the
percolating network structure, whereas the ACN blocks TFSI
coordination. Furthermore, looking at the animated trajectory, the
coordinated ACN tends to slightly change its orientation as a
response to external steric hindrance during vehicular diffusion,
thus limiting the slowing down else affecting all of the Li+ first
solvation shell.
For the non-vehicular mechanisms, there is a strong positive
correlation ( =r 0.85) between the effective diffusivity of a me-
chanism and the signed change in total SN, suggesting mostly
associatively driven ion transport, consistent with our qualitative
view above. Overall the most important mechanisms are
predominantly associative (six), while only two are dissociative
(Table II, Fig. 9).
Conclusions
We found that our model HCE forms a flexible percolating
network structure of alternating cations and anions including most of
the ions, in which the Li + ions are partially solvated by ACN, but
preferentially coordinate to the TFSI anions. The nature of the TFSI
anion largely determines the overall structure and flexibility of the
network, why these properties may change drastically for e.g. an
HCE based on LiPF6. In light of the Galton-Watson theory for
branched processes, our model system is just above the percolation
threshold and thus slightly lowering the salt concentration would
likely suffice to radically alter the global electrolyte structure and in
turn the ion transport mechanism(s).
The network structure itself makes the vehicular Li + transport
slow, but as very local fluctuations cause coordination bonds to
occasionally break, this enables Li + ions to re-coordinate to e.g. a
nearby TFSI ion, which while being largely immobilized in the
network can rotate and deform. This way the network structure
promotes diffusive transport of Li + to a much larger extent than for
TFSI, leading to an observable increase in the Li + transport number
—a common feature of HCEs that we thus here can address at the
molecular level.
Based on this understanding, to maximize the Li + transport
number, an HCE should be composed of large and flexible anions,
such as TFSI, with many angularly distributed available coordina-
tion sites and in addition solvent molecules with similar ion-ion and
ion-solvent interaction strengths with Li + to enable frequent ligand
exchange. However, it is far from obvious how to improve these
features beyond the TFSI anion—as its internal flexibility, negative
charge delocalization60 and versatile coordination geometry are all
truly outstanding.
In a real operating battery, with electric fields and concentration
gradients, the situation might differ somewhat. While these simula-
tions and analysis do not account directly for migration, as in a true
battery cell, the local events determining the ion transport in the bulk
of the electrolyte are essentially the very same—but without a
directional bias. Likewise, the situation at the two electrolyte/
electrode interfaces/interphases likely differs from what we here
can conclude from our bulk HCE steady-state AIMD simulations.
Figure 7. (a) Probability distribution, (b) transition rate and (c) distance matrices for Li+ CN transitions.
Figure 8. Relative diffusivity contributions of Li+ CNs and transitions.
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Finally, the system size and trajectory length simulated are both too
limited to ascertain the global structure and detailed statistics to be
representative of the real bulk system, and larger and longer time-
scale simulations would clearly be beneficial. Nevertheless, based on
the fast dynamics of the first solvation shell (Table I), and the
observed rapid equilibration of partial RDFs (Fig. S1), we are
confident that the local structure and dynamics presented here are
strongly indicative of the real system structure and dynamics.
In summary, our approach to understanding complex electrolytes,
such as HCEs, by automatically detecting dynamic bonds and
characterizing the structure and dynamics in terms of bond graph
topology and statistical physics is a promising way forward towards
rational design of electrolytes. The analysis method that we present
here could also rather easily be extended to cover both longer
simulation times and cover wider length-scales, to study global ion
transport phenomena with better statistics. The most straightforward
approach would be to replace our AIMD with classical MD. Another
route would be to coarse-grain the electrolyte and apply simulation
methods targeting the mesoscale such as kinetic Monte-Carlo.61
Indeed, our method should be well suited as one of the bottom layers
in a comprehensive multi-scale approach for modelling electroche-
mical cells. We also expect that the methodology should generalize
well to both similar application areas and other types of materials.
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